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Status report gives future 
options for Cal Poly sports
Task force to submit recommendations in early November
By Jason Foster
8UH Writer
Although the uncertain path 
the Cal Poly intercollegiate 
athletics program will take in the 
future is one step closer to being 
determined, a final decision on 
which way it will go is still far 
down the road.
After the finalization of a 
status report on the program 
compiled by Athletic Director 
Ken Walker in cooperation with 
Frank Lebens, associate vice- 
president of academic resources. 
President Warren Baker ap­
pointed a 19-member task force
last week to study the report and 
submit a recommendation sug­
gesting a plan for the future
scope and direction of inter­
collegiate athletics at Cal Poly.
The task force, chaired by 
Hazel Scott, vice president of 
student affairs, has been asked 
by Baker to submit final recom­
mendations by Nov. 1 so possible 
implementation of any changes 
can begin with the 1991-92 aca­
demic year.
"To cover all the bases, he 
(Baker) has put together a task 
force that is a representative 
group," Lebens said Thursday. 
"It has student representation, 
faculty representation, members 
of athletic advisory committees, 
boosters, and members of cam­
pus administration. All the key 
players are named."
The big issue the task force 
faces is how to solve the $93,000 
deficit that the athletic program
accumulated in its Instructional- 
ly Related Activities (IRA) and 
State Support (General Fund) 
budgets at the end of the 1988-89 
fiscal year, and how to ensure the 
athletic program at Cal Poly will 
stay in the black in the future.
llie  37-page report, which will 
be the basis for the task force’s 
deliberations, presented three 
possible ways to alter the pro­
gram. Either more money could 
be raised by the combination of a 
higher allotment from the 
General Fund to athletics and an 
increase in the IRA fee via a 
student referendum, costs could 
be cut by dropping a number of 
sports, or the structure of the in­
tercollegiate athletics program 
could be changed.
Sec REPORT, page 7
ASI election leaves>
president undecided
Run-off will be held Wednesday
By T art Murphy
SUffW rtW f_____________
Double the candidates, dou- 
ole the fun and double the 
elections.
With three candidates vying 
for president and two for 
chairman of the board, last 
week’s election resulted in 
decisions in only one of these 
races and a run-off election this 
week.
Mark Denholm, an electrical 
engineering senior, won the 
chairman of the board position 
with 61 percent of the vote.
Denholm said he was confi­
dent and hopeful, but not sure 
he would win.
"I knew it could go either 
way." he said. "I had but­
terflies in my stomach before 1 
found out."
Denholm said he plans to 
's ta r t next y ear’s board 
meeting before this quarter is 
over, so the new directors can 
get a feel for the upcoming 
year. He would like to appoint 
directors to their committees 
as soon as possible, so they can 
meet with current committee 
chairs.
Another issue in the election 
was the child care referendum, 
which called for a fee increase 
of $1 per student per quarter 
to go toward a new Childen’s 
Center facility. The resolution 
Sec ELECTION, page 12
More candidates, 
ice cream led to 
doubled turnout
By Tara Murphy
StaH Writer
Ice cream, computers and 
more candidates led to the 
doubling of voter turnout in 
ASi elections last week.
Bob Walters, Student Life 
and Activities director, said 
the number of candidates was 
a key factor in the high tur­
nout.
"We would like to think the 
use of computers affected the 
number of people voting," he 
See TURNOUT, page 4
Christian group sponsors 
pro-iife raiiy at Mission
Laments inaction 
in the legislative 
arena from voters
By Tina M. Ramos
Staff Writar _______________
The ultimate solution to the 
abortion issue is to convince 
elected officials to pass legisla­
tion to outlaw it, said a former 
U.S. representative at a pro-life 
rally Saturday.
Gregg Cunningham, who serv­
ed during both the Reagan and 
Bush administrations and spon­
sored abortion control legisla­
tion, was the keynote speaker at 
the rally. Held at the Mission 
Plaza, it was sponsored by the 
Central Coast chapter of the 
Christian Action Council.
Cunningham addressed an au­
dience dominated by families and 
encouraged them to get involved 
in the political process.
"We (pro-lifers) are allowing 
the politicians to do nothing on 
this issue," Cunningham said. 
"We should be willing to support 
those politicians that are pro-life. 
The polling place is where we 
have control."
He said state legislatures are 
afraid to propose a constitutional 
amendment granting unborn 
children the same rights granted 
to blacks in the 13th Amend­
ment. In politics, perception is 
reality, and currently politicians 
perceive the pro-choice move­
ment as the one with the most 
power, he said.
Many pro-life legislators come 
from local offices, such as on 
school boards or city councils. 
Sec RALLY, page 10
Suppressing
emotion...
Columnist Ned Schultz 
reflects on society's 
treatment of suicide and 
the feelings that often 
preclude it.
Legendary
trumpeter...
Reporter Jason Foster was 
there for the Miles Davis 
concert this past weekend 
in Mott Gym. Find out 
what he thought of it.
In SPORTS 
MONDAY...
Men's and women's 
tennis had exceptional 
weekends, annihiliating 
everyone who dared to 
step onto the courts 
with them.
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Editorial
The price of SLO being the best
In a new book, “ The Rating Guide to Life in America’s Small 
Cities,” San Luis Obispo was rated as the nation’s best small 
community. This is real nice and we can all pat ourselves on the 
back for having chosen such a wonderful place to live. But what 
are the implications of our new “ title” ?
The American Dream is to settle down in a nice small town and 
raise a family, and what better place to do that than the best 
small town in the country. That means a huge influx of people 
into an already skyrocketing housing market. The average price 
of a single-family home in beautiful SLOtown is already about 
$320,000 and climbing, according to Coldwell Banker,
What is our city leadership’s answer to a greater demand on 
our limited housing market? Well, they think if they limit supply 
under the current one percent residential building cap, people will 
stop coming. Now it doesn’t take an economics professor to point 
out the flaw in this logic. If the laws of supply and demand hold 
true (and they usually do), the only growth the city’s strategy 
will prevent is that of the young families just starting out, who 
can’t yet afford to buy into an over-inflated housing market. 
These are the very people that several City Counci (members have 
stated they are seeking to protect.
Rather than think that they can limit the number of people who 
come to this ideal “ micropolitan,” the City Council should in­
stead take steps toward a well-planned growth that makes good 
use of the land and provides plenty of open space, a mark of that 
“ small-town feel.”
During the city election campaign rhetoric of last fall. Mayor 
Ron Dunin and Councilmembers Penny Rappa and Bill Roalman 
stated well-planned growth as a priority, but have done little to 
promote it.
In light of the attractiveness of this community, and especially 
our new honor, it is now more important than ever to make al­
lowances for those who want to call San Luis Obispo their new 
home. If we don’t, San Luis Obispo will change and become a 
community that caters only to the affluent and neglects the 
middle- class families that have shaped San Luis Obispo into the 
number one small town that it is.
City rent control?
As Cal Poly students, we work 
very hard to attend this univer­
sity, Yet the lack of affordable 
off-campus housing could disable 
students from continuing their 
education here, and stop 
perspective students from con­
sidering this university.
Being a Cal Poly student for 
three years, I have noticed a 
gradual increase in off-campus 
rent.
Due to many circumstances, 
one of which is the new rule of 
Cal Poly only letting first year 
students in the dorms, the cost 
of off-campus housing is sky-
The secret of healthy illusions
B y N ed W . S ch u ltz
Few words strike us with the distressing emo­
tion associated with that word, suicide. In the 
wake of one young man’s death, each of us has had 
to consider thoughts and feelings about suicide. 
Deep in the quiet corners of our minds, troubling 
questions whisper to us.
Perhaps if we felt completely protected from 
suicidal thoughts, hearing about a suicide would 
not disrupt our lives. We certainly try to keep 
suicide at a safe distance. By not talking about it 
with friends or family; by shrugging it off as a
puzzle or mistake or tragic act; by joking or by 
condemning it as immoral behavior; we make fee­
ble attempts to keep suicide from ruining the day.
After all, we have to go on living, don’t we? 
Suicide threatens our ability to dance on merrily. 
It dares remind us that the wonders of living can­
not be experienced without strong doses of heart­
break, anxiety or pain.
For mere mortals like you and me, it takes a cer­
tain power to get up in the morning and face
another day, uncertain of the joys and terrors that 
lie ahead. Nature challenges us to wrestle hero­
ically with the unknown, even as we understand 
that life as we know it will end someday, perhaps 
much sooner than we wish. Where do we find that
special power? How do we get enough of it to 
“ keeps passing the open windows,” as John Irving 
says?
Sadly, there is a certain amount of numbing 
ourselves to reality that must be done. We puny 
humans simply can’t take life in its raw form, so 
we desensitize ourselves to the horrors in order to 
stay safe and sane in our little pockets of the 
world.
We strap on the mightiest “ character armor” 
that we can find, hoping that an educated mind, 
warm conversational skills, a spontaneous, fun- 
loving personality or a quick wit will neutralize the 
demons that inevitably menace us.
But these techniques fail in that awful moment 
when death steps up and slaps us in the face. 
Death sears even numbed sensitivity and rips 
through the toughest character armor. Un­
protected, we may be paralyzed by death, unable to 
live with any enthusiasm.
Ernest Becker, author of The Deniai o f Death, 
suggests an alternative strategy for us. He pro­
poses that we might develop individualized sets of 
healthy illusions, rational beliefs to which we could 
commit enthusiastically despite the fact that they 
could never be proven true. By creating and nur­
turing these healthy illusions we might generate 
the very power that permits lives to be lived fully, 
Becker claims.
Tonight, as I peek in at my sleeping children and 
wife, 1 renew an illusion that my great love for 
them matters. In observing the stunning infinity of 
the night sky, I take refuge in a personal illusion 
that defines my place in nature. Working on a 
short story, I practice the illusion that my 
creativity counts. And in anticipating what I will
If there is a secret to plodding 
on heroically in the face of 
death perhaps it does lie in 
constructing and maintaining 
these individualistic, vitalizing 
illusions...
teach tomorrow, I commit myself again to the illu­
sion that I can contribute to the world and seek 
fulfillment through education.
Do these fragile beliefs keep me going? I do feel 
that they protect me more than any character ar­
mor I’ve ever tried on, and I’m certain that they 
keep me from numbing myself more than I do. 
Frankly, I can’t imagine getting through my life 
without those illusions. If there is a secret to plod­
ding on heroically in the face of death perhaps it 
does lie in constructing and maintaining those in­
dividualistic, vitalizing illusions to which one can 
form a life-sustaining commitment.
Ned W. Schuiiz is a professor o f Psychology and 
Human Development at Cat Poly.
Letters to the Editor
rocketing.
I realize that the water short­
age affects the price of rent in 
places that the landowner pays 
the utilities. What is the excuse 
for those landowners who don’t? 
I think it’s safe to say that greed 
plays a role in their decisions.
We should put a limit on rent 
increases, so as to make it more 
affordable for students and the 
rest of the community to live in 
this tranquil college town. That 
would make it easier for students 
to concentrate on their books in­
stead of what time they have to 
get to work.
Geoffrey Bradshaw
English
Following orders
On the issue of ROTC allowing 
homosexuals to join (April 20), I 
am glad that Major Earley, of 
the campus ROTC, is continuing 
the grand tradition of “ just 
following orders.” The tradition 
most effectively followed by 
Oliver North, Heinrich Himmler, 
Joseph Mengele, and the com­
manders at Auschwitz.
Bob Hole
Environmental Biology
Baseball for SLO
San Luis Obispo is faced with
many problems. Unfortunately, 
the solutions to these problems 
aren’t cheap. But how can any 
new program be financed without 
raising taxes? The answer is 
baseball.
San Luis Obispo County has 
the size and enthusiasm to sup­
port a minor league baseball 
team. In fact, the Sinsheimer 
baseball complex was built with 
the intention of it being used as 
spring training facilities for a 
major league club. The additional 
costs of expanding the seating 
and parking facilities, if neces­
sary, would be minimal compared 
to what it would be if building 
from the ground up.
A minor league team would
pad the city’s wallet by boosting 
local sales tax revenues from 
ticket sales, souvenirs, and from 
local business enjoying the perks 
of having a professional baseball 
team in their town. And all of 
this, at no expense to the tax­
payers.
Bringing a professional 
baseball team to San Luis Obispo 
benefits not only baseball en­
thusiasts, but everyone affected 
by the problems the additional 
tax revenues would be able to 
solve. I urge the city to take this 
matter seriously. The people of 
San Luis Obispo deserve it.
Sieve Colborn
Economics
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Miles plays Poly
Jazz trumpeter 
outshown by rest 
o f band members
By Jason Foster
Staff Writer
Miles Davis may have been 
the living legend at the concert 
Friday night in Mott Gym, but 
it was his band that gave the 
all-time performance.
The leg en d ary  ja z z  
trumpeter had occasional 
flashes of brilliance during the 
IVi hour set, but for the most 
part the 64-year-old performer
C o n c e r t  Review
seemed conservative, saving 
his energy and stepping aside 
to let his band members get 
their chances to dominate the 
spotlight through powerful, 
energy-filled jams or articulate, 
soulful solos.
Davis took the stage to a 
standing ovation and cries of 
“ Miles! Miles!” from the au­
dience and launched into an 
impressive opening number 
that included a hot duet with 
his bassist.
As the show went on, 
however, Davis showed occa­
sional signs of fatigue, spen­
ding large amounts of time 
toward the back of the stage 
by his keyboard with his back
GLENN HOM/Mutlanfl Dally
Legendary musician Miles Davis 
played in Cal Poly’s Mott Qym 
last Friday.
to the audience and one time 
jokingly forcing a limp arm up 
to accept an extended ap­
plause.
Still, Davis did have some 
See DAVIS, page 11
Bill proposes two 
students serve on 
higher education 
governing board
By Debbie Aberle
staff Writer
State Assemblyman Tom 
Hayden (D-West Los Angeles) 
has introduced a bill to place 
students on a higher education 
governing board.
Assembly Bill 3397 proposes 
to add two student members to 
the California Postsecondary 
Commission, which serves to 
“ evaluate, coordinate and give 
independent advice to the five 
college systems in California,” 
said Christopher Cabaldon, con­
sultant to the Higher Education 
Commission.
“ The students who are chosen 
will gain substantial experience 
and insight into the workings of 
the college systems,” he said. 
“ We need the students’ perspec­
tive to deal effectively with the 
problems and changes we’ll be 
facing in the new decade.”
Dana Mitchell, legislative ad­
vocate for the California State 
Student Association (CSU’s 
primary student lobbying group), 
said one of the main benefits of 
being a member of the commis­
sion is that students’ perspective 
of issues will be much broader 
and more informed; they will 
have a lot more impact on their 
own campus government. “ And 
of course it looks great on a 
resume,” Mitchell added.
The CSSA will devise a list of 
See COMMISSION, page 9
Photo courtoty of AudfoVltual Sorvfcos
Chandra Bowden and Dan Manlongat work on their contributions to the 
architecture dispiay to be sent to Siena, itaiy.
Graham Foundation grant to allow 
architecture exhibit to go to Italy
By Stephanie A. Penner
Staff Writer
Thanks to a foundation grant, 
the town of Siena, Italy, will host 
an exhibit by Cal Poly architec­
ture students and faculty in 
September, 1991.
The $9,600 grant from the 
Chicago-based Graham Founda­
tion for Advanced Studies in the 
Fine Arts will help pay for pack­
ing and shipping the students’ 
a rch itec tu ra l draw ings and 
models to Siena.
Coordinated by architecture 
professor Sandra Lakeman, the 
exhibit will be twofold. “ It will 
combine my photographic 
research of natural light and the 
Italian Piazza (plaza),” she said, 
“ and the projects developed by 
students over a six-year period in 
design studio. This also includes 
the work by 13 students during a
special study trip to Siena in fall 
quarter, 1988.”
Lakeman’s interest of the ar­
chitecturally gothic town of 
Siena first began while she was 
working on her master’s degree 
at the University of Oregon. 
Since then, she has incorporated 
the study of the 13th century 
town into her design classes.
“ The architecture in Siena is 
strong. That is why 1 use it as a 
teaching tool in my classes,” said 
Lakeman. “To design within that 
context, the students have to 
look at design principles existing 
there.”
Additional funds of $S,(XX) are 
still needed to help pay for the 
travel expenses of the three stu­
dents, yet to be selected, who will 
accompany Lakeman to Italy for 
the exhibit. More than $44,000 
has been contributed to the 
See GRANT, page 12
DISCOVER WOODSIDE
Open House
Beautiful Creekside Setting
SLO’S BEST STUDENT BUILDING
✓  Furnished 3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
✓  Double bed in each private bedroom^ All units have dishwashers & new refrigerators
✓  Water & gas paid
Quiet environment for the serious student
✓  Individual leases
✓  Friendly, helpful staff
Woodside
A P A R T M E N T S
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PICK UP AN INFORMATION-APPLICATION 
PACKAGE & TAKE A SELF-GUIDED 
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To Morro Bay
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200 North Santa Rosa (Hwy I)
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544-7007
Don't Be Stupid...
W e  h a v e  a n  a lte rn a t iv e  
We'll Educate You.
If you're buying jewelry at a retail store, you're not only 
getting boring, mass-produced jewelry, you're also 
paying too much for it -  way too much! At Serengeti 
West, you can use your own ideas for custom designed 
jewlery, and pay Wholesale Prices. You Can't Lose. 
MAKE THE INTELLIGENT CHOICE....
S E R E N G E T I  
W • E • S • T
Diamonds • Custom Jewelry • Wholesale Prices 
1027-A Marsh Street, SLO 546-8706
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New head of Arch. Engineering 
department plans no big changes
B y A lex  M a in
staff Writer
The new head of the architec­
tural engineering department 
said he proposes no drastic 
changes to a department that al­
ready “ runs smoothly.”
Mark Berrio succeeds Michael 
Botwin, who is returning to full­
time teaching.
Berrio will divide his time 
equally between teaching and 
administrative duties. He does 
not plan big changes. “ You don’t 
fix anything until it’s broken,”
G u a r a n t e e d  L o w e s t  P r i c e s  Of  T h e  Y e a r *
Wfe just lowered 
flie price of your 
tictet to the top.
Mk'iniosli Hus
$895
If NTXJ want to move to the lop of vtxir 
dass and the lop of \ourdx»en profession, 
we have a suggestion. The Macintosh* Plus, 
the most affordable member of our power­
ful family of Macintosh computers.
Use it to draft a research paper, turn 
a mountain of calculus into a molehill, or 
grapli the latest slock index. Once you’ve 
mastered one application, you can use them 
all because all Macintosh software works 
the same wav; The .Macintosh Plus can 
also grow witli you as vxHjr needs diange.
It runs the same software as the rest of the 
.Madnlosh family, and you can even add 
memorv and a hard disk.
Best of all, you’ll save If you buy now. 
Meaning you’ll have money left over for 
life’s little essentials. Like pepperoni pizza.
So come on in and gel your hands on a 
Macintosh Plus today. And start livii^ life at 
the top for less. _/
The power to be y)ur best
System purchasers will receive an entry pass to the 
Apple • Days • 1990 • Party • May • 30th
*EI Corral Bookstore Guarantees that there will be No Lower Prices Offered Through June 15th, 1990.
EIG^ rial
PurcluMt are limiied lo full lime itudenu, faculty, and ataíT.
Bcx>kstDre
Computer Department 756-5311
CNWAp|]fe(/om|iuirr Inc *çtàr the Appiè kipa and Manmoth are rrgmered trademarks nt Appiè (/imçkm Inc Thepoweriobevnurhmna>rademarti(ifApptet/«iipuier Inc
said Berrio.
He does, however, strongly 
support the new programs that 
were started prior to his ap­
pointment. Such programs in­
clude the exploration of CAD 
(Computer-Aided Design) and the 
proposal for a new graduate pro­
gram in structural engineering 
that is currently under review by 
the CSU Chancellor’s Office.
“ My goal is only that we 
become a really good depart­
ment. I would like to see a very 
solid program,” said Berrio. This 
he will see to by maintaining and 
upholding current standards and 
policies.
Berrio, an associate professor, 
has been a faculty member of Cal 
Poly’s architectural engineering 
department since 1986.
After earning a bachelor’s 
degree in math and philosophy at 
the University of El Salvador in 
1955, Berrio began his engineer­
ing career in Guatemala. In 1963, 
he earned a bachelor’s degree in 
architectural engineering at the 
University of Guatemala. He 
earned a master’s degree in 
structural engineering at the 
University of Michigan in 1965 
and a doctorate at Michigan 
State in 1971.
During these years, he also 
worked with steel structures in 
Guatemala and framed domes in 
Missouri.
Berrio began his teaching 
career at Tufts University in civil 
engineering in 1970. He taught
Mark Berrio
structural analysis and design, 
architectural design, and com­
puter applications at Rose- 
Hulman Institute of Technology 
from 1972 to 1986.
His consulting has included 
work with pre-stressed concrete, 
reinforced concrete, geodesic 
domes and the retrofitting of a 
historic unreinforced masonry 
building in Terre Haute, Ind.
Berrio lives in San Luis Obispo 
with his wife Margaret, an 
associate professor in Cal Poly’s 
p sy ch o lo g y  and hum an 
development department, and 
their 9-year-old daughter. Born in 
Spain, Berrio has been a U.S. cit­
izen since 1969.
T U R N O U T
From page 1
said. “ But the biggest factor was 
the number of candidates. And 
the ice cream didn’t hurt.”
As an incentive for voting, 
students were given free ice 
cream when they cast their 
ballots.
He estimates that 4,100 people 
voted this year, which is about 
25 percent of eligible voters. Last 
year’s turnout was estimated at 
12.5 percent.
It is hard to say exactly how 
many people actually voted, he 
said, because not all voters vote 
on all the issues. “ Some voted 
only for the Children’s Center, 
some voted only for the office of 
president. Some only voted for 
the directors from their school.”
In total, 3,563 voted for ASI 
president, while 3,682 voted on 
the Children’s Center referen­
dum.
Newly-elected Chairman of the 
Board Mark Denholm said he 
wanted to see an increased 
number of voters.
“ I was hoping for a lot more,” 
he said. Denholm attributed the 
increase to a greater awareness 
of ASI, and to the amount of
publicity surrounding this year’s 
elections. “ Open Forum was a 
new thing and it helped a lot.” 
Denholm said he was not sure 
if computerized voting helped or 
hurt the elections. He said he 
would like to see improvements 
made in the system. Long lines 
at m any v o tin g  s ta tio n s  
discouraged people who would 
have otherwise voted, he said.
“ People came up and said, ‘I 
was on my way to class and I 
was going to vote but I thought 
the lines were too long.’ ” 
Candidates also praised the 
elections committee for its work.
“ The elections committee 
worked really hard .”  said 
presidential candidate Mike 
Gomes. “ And the ice cream in­
creased attendance.
Presidential candidate Adam 
Taylor agreed. “The elections 
committee told people when the 
elections were. They did a good 
job,”  he said. “ More people 
noticed what was going on.”
“ There was more than one 
candidate,” Taylor said. “ And 
those candidates had something 
to offer to a lot of different peo­
ple.”
EDWARDS I I CINEMAS
r
$
Bargain Matinees 
EveiyDay
Bargain Night 
Tuesday &  
W e d n e ^ y
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10»  MONTUir • SLO • I41>t41
MADONNA PLAZA THEATRE
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Poly tennis teams cruise to weekend victories
Top-ranked men thrash 
third-ranked Chapman
By Glenn Horn
Staff Writer
An ominous, flourescent green sign that read “ Welcome to 
the Workshed,” hung on the Cal Poly tennis court gate as a 
greeting (or warning) to the No. 3 ranked, Division II Chap­
man College Panthers Saturday.
The Mustangs even hired a U.S. Tennis Association line 
judge to ensure proper sportsmanlike conduct and to prevent 
the workshed from becoming bloodshed.
When the last winning shots were fired, the No. 1 ranked Cal 
Poly men were the only ones left standing, without a single 
casualty.
The Mustangs swept conference rival Chapman 9-0 and 
reinforced their early-season S-4 win against them.
The lopsided score may have been caused by Chapman’s 
lineup shuffling since the teams’ last meeting, said Mustang 
Coach Kevin Platt. “ I thought their lineup last time was the 
actual best possible lineup they could have against us.’’
But the score was no indication of some of the individaul 
battles on the court.
No. 1 singles player Neil “ Berrythem” Berryman played 
three long sets and only lost his serve once before finishing off 
Chapman’s Michael Zuercher 6-0, 4-6, 6-3.
“ I jumped on his second serves (in the first set),’’ Berryman 
said. “ His forehand was a lot weaker than his backhand so 1 
just served every ball to his forehand.’’
Usually the last to finish. Cal Poly’s No. 3 singles Eric 
“ E-Wow” Sasao quickly dusted last year’s Division II Rookie 
of the Year, Laurant Dropsy, in less than an hour.
“ He’s a hard hitter,” Sasao said. “ I just played my game, 
stayed back and he eventually got impatient and missed his 
shots.”
Cal Poly’s No. 6 singles Brendan “ B-Man” Walsh was down 
2-S in his first set before turning the tide against Pete Bohan 
and winning 7-5,6-2.
No. 4 Pete “ Killer” Killian had the entire Cal Poly crowd 
behind him after losing the first set 4-6 in the longest match of 
the day. Killian came back strong to finish out the contest 6-3, 
6-4.
“ That was fun,” Killian said of the fan support. “ It gets you
See M EN , page 6
JOHANNA KOMINSKVMiMlang Dally
Poly damoliahat Chapman on Saturday.
A zookeeper*s wish list
Lions and tigers and bears, oh 
my. The young boy stared a dis­
tant stare, the type dreams are 
made of. But the kid wasn’t 
dreaming of hitting a home run 
over the green monster at Fen­
way Park or of kissing his 
sweetheart Becky during recess, 
but rather of wearing a striped 
suit, the leader of the zoo. A 
wise, glassy eyed, pot-bellied 
zookeeper looked perplexed, un­
sure what to do. “OK, my son, if 
you ran the zoo, what would you 
do?”
“ If I ran the zoo,” said young 
Gerald McGrew,‘T d  make a few
changes. That’s just what I’d do.
“ I’d tear out all turf, to the 
dump it would go, save a few 
knees, and a couple of stubbed 
toes;
“ I’d bring back the beer ven­
dors, hollering away, bring beer 
to the ball parks on a warm sun­
ny day;
“ I’d pull back the college three 
point line, that’s what I’d do, to 
a more suitable distance, say 21 
feet two;
“ I’d pay all college athletes, 
amateurs they say, the schools 
are making millions while the 
students play;
“ I’d ban Pete Rose for life; he 
is such a shame, for baseball 
doesn’t need someone who 
doesn’t care about the game;
“ I’d abolish the instant replay, 
to the closet it goes, for football 
isn’t the same as the replay 
shows;
“ I’d tear down the lights at 
Wrigley Field, no night baseball 
you say? In respect of tradition, 
day baseball should stay;
“ I’d do off with the domes.
temperature controlled confines, 
for sports were meant to be 
played admist green grass and 
walls of vines;
“ I’d test all athletes, foreign 
substances or not, if they can’t 
play sober then let them rot;
“ I’d put a cap on all salaries, a 
ten million dollar player you say? 
Well don’t look now, it’s only a 
glance away;
” I ’d find  a p lace  in 
Cooperstown for a guy named 
Shoeless Joe, with a career .356 
batting average, to the Hall of 
Fame he would go;
“ I’d get rid of the politics 
which hurt sports so much, it’s 
the game we’re interested in, or 
at least I think such;
“ I’d tear down the ’Stick, 
though it’s not as bad as they 
say, replace it with a more tradi­
tional ballpark, somewhere in the 
south Bay;
“ I’d put a muzzle on Dick 
Vitale, Ron Fairly too, for who 
wants to listen to announcers as 
irritable as those two;
See SODKRQIJIST, page 7
Women end conference 
play with shutout wins
By Rob Brockmeyer
staff Writar
Tennis great Arthur Ashe once said, “ You can soundly beat 
your opponent only if your play is mechanically sound.”
With nationals one week away, the Cal Poly women’s tennis 
team was as mechanically sound as a finely tuned sports car 
on Saturday, capturing two matches from UC Riverside 9-0 
and 9-0 in the final regular season match-ups.
“ Our singles play has been real strong and our doubles play 
is coming around nicely,” said head coach Marla Reid Satur­
day. “ If we keep motivated and concentrate more, we’ll be 
ready for the nationals.”
In the first match. No. 1 Debbie Matano quickly disposed of 
Gena Grossman 6-1, 6-0, while her sister. No. 2 Tracy, served 
up an easy victory against Kathy Sathornsich 6-0,6-0.
In doubles play, the new No. 1 team of Vicki Kanter and 
Christy Murphy beat Grossman and Sathornsich 6-3, 6-1. The 
second-seeded Matano sisters handed Dawn Bylsma and 
Heather Hoge a loss 6-1,6-1.
The Mustangs lost only four games in the first match.
In the second match, Tracy Matano, Kanter, Erin Green, 
Patti Blessing and Alison Lean all scored singles’ victories, 
and Cal Poly swept all three doubles’ matches.
The victories over Riverside improved the Mustangs’ overall 
record to 18-5 and 9-1 in the California Collegiate Athletic 
Association, which tied them with Cal Poly Pomona for the 
conference championship.
With the nationals starting May 6 at UC Davis, Reid said 
she hopes the team will be seeded first or second, and four 
players will be in the tournament’s top four seeds.
Although they split their two conference matches. Cal Poly 
Pomona will most likely be the tournament’s top seed because 
they last beat the Mustangs, Reid said. But she’s not going to 
worry.
“ If we’re not the top seed, the pressure is on them,” said 
Reid. “ We’re looking forward to nationals. Last year’s loss in 
the tournament has made the team hungrier for the national 
championship.”
Cal Poly was the top seed last year, but finished third after 
losing to UC Davis. They beat the Aggies earlier this year.
Reid also said she is more optimistic about winning it all 
this year, because of the added experience and deeper talent.
In the latest individual Volvo Tennis Collegiate rankings for 
Division II, the Matano sisters and Kanter were in the na­
tion’s top 15.
Softball
Mustangs win three 
of four over weekend
By Gregg Mansfield
Staff Writar
The Cal Poly softball team is 
becoming one of the hottest 
teams in the CCAA.
A weekend road trip proved 
that, as the Mustangs took three 
of four games, including a sweep 
of UC Riverside.
Cal Poly improves to 24-18 
overall and 10-6 in conference as 
it is fighting for second place in 
the CCAA.
Traveling to Chapman College 
on F r id a y , L isa B o y e r’s 
Mustangs dropped their first 
game, I-O, in a 12-inning battle.
But Cal Poly fought back to beat 
Chapman in the twilight game, 
4-2.
“ Our play against Chapman, 
we lacked intensity,” Boyer said. 
“ We came back to play to our 
capability.”
Cal Poly continued to stun op­
ponents with its late inning 
rallies. The Mustangs scored four 
runs in the seventh inning. 
Alison Murray doubled in two 
runs and two other runs scored 
on errors by Chapman.
Against Riverside Saturday, 
Cal Poly scored two runs in the 
sixth inning to beat Riverside 
See SOFTBALL, page 8
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
AT CAESARS
EXPERIENCE OUR EMPIRE
I, CAESAR, have chosen the students of 
CAL POLY
to join me for the chance of a lifetime. 
CAESARS TAHOE will be on campus recruiting for 
co-ops, internships, and seasonal employment 
APRIL 23 & 24, 1990
PRESENTATION O N  APRIL 23 AT 7PM IN RM. 204 
OF THE BUSINESS BLDG. (bldg. #2)
It's a chance to work and learn from the 
premier casino & resort hotel of the world. 
CAESARS TAHOE is located on the shores of 
beautiful LAKE TAHOE.
Don't let this opportunity escape you - contact 
your career services department NOW!!
CAESARS TAHOE offers a competitive 
compensation and benefit package. Some 
positions require substance abuse testing. 
Non-smokers preferred. CAESARS is an EOE.
< A < » A R »
T A H O L
GULLIVER'S TRAVEL /CENTRE 
& A.S.I. GROUP TOURS
A.S.I. EUROPE STARTER TRIP............................. JUNE 19-29
Exptore England, the train system. & budget traveling. 
Includes 7 days Englard/S days Parls/workshops/lodging/ 
breakfasts/Brltrail/Infl Student I.D. card/AYH card/escort. 
Lard Price **$385.p.p. "Airfare determined by date and 
location of departure. Call A.S.I. a t 546-8612
CENTRAL FRANCE BIKE TOUR...................JUNE 20-JULY 4
See the Loire Valley Chateaus on bicycle. RT to Paris, 
hotels, rail tkts, 8t some meals. Escorted by Jim Lor»g. All 
levels welcome. Approx. S14(XD.p.p. Call 544-2006
A.S.I. HIKING THE GERMAN ALPS......... JUNE 20-JULY 4
Join fellow student Erik Scheller on this beautiful trek 
through *Berchtesgader»er Lard* located in southern 
Bavard ak>r>g the Austrd border. Ir>cludes RT LAX/Munich. 
5 train tkts. 14 days lodging, some meals. Appxox. $ 1190.p.p. 
Call A.S.I. a t 546-8612
BAU-LAND OF ENCHANTMENT....................... AUG 12-24
10 nts/13 days RT from SLO, Beach AccomrrKdatlons. 
Volcano excursion & more. S1495.p.p. Escorted by 
Maureen 8r Richard Levy. Coll 544-2006
JAM AICAN HOUDAY...............................................SEPT 1-B
Our 8th annual trip to Jamaica. Irx:ludes RT olr from LAX. 
accomnr»odatlons a t the SEAWIND BEACH RESORT in 
Montego Boy. Calypso cruise, local escort & more. 
Approx. S659.p.p.
A.S.I. TRAVEL CENTER located in GULUVER $ TRAVEL CENTRE
offers you 1.) Experienced travel counselors to help with 
your travel plans a t r»o cost 2.) Youth Hostel a rd  Int I 
Student I.D. cards 3.) Free ‘How to* workshop» sp>ecializir>g 
in travel planning a rd  4.) Fun a rd  educatlorxal student 
planned a rd  escorted trips.
WE HAVE IN-STOCK EURAIL PASSES
GULLIVER S GROUP TOUR HOTLINE 544-200Ó
GULLIVER'S TRAVEL/CENTRE 
UNIVERSITY UNION 546-B612 
OR
755 SANTA ROSA ST.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA  
541-4141
A.S.I. TRAVEL CENTRE 
546-8612
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From page 5
all pumped up, definitely.”
Up six matches going into 
doubles play, the Mustangs 
refused to ease off on Chapman.
Sophmore Max Allman teamed 
up with Tim Fresenius in the No. 
2 doubles slot to trounce Chap­
man’s Zuercher and Allen Juinio 
6-2,4-6,6-3.
The shutout was in jeopardy in 
the No. 3 doubles match when 
Sasao and Walsh fell 1-6 in the
first set. It was just a matter of 
time, however, before the pair 
woke up and finished 6-2,6-3.
“ I had a feeling it was going to 
be this easy,” said Walsh, the 
team’s most enthusiastic cheerer. 
“ When we played down there 
(earlier), everyone was really 
tight. (Now) we’re sending them 
packing 9-0.”
The M ustangs d e fe a te d  
Sacramento State 9-0 Thursday 
and CSU Bakersfield 9-0 Friday
in what have become routine 
warm-up practices for Cal Poly.
The M ustangs will face 
second-ranked UC Davis today 
at 2 p.m. for what may be their 
best match this year.
UC Davis also defeated Chap­
man this year by the score of 8-1. 
The winner of today’s contest 
will determine whether the 
Mustangs or the Aggies will be 
seeded No. 1 for the National 
Finals in St. Louis, Mo.
stre e t
B ik e s
iuntaIN Madness
SALE
Sat. April 21 thru Sat April 28 (Open Sundays)
OUR ANNUAL EVENT IS BIGGER THAN EVER! 
ALL BIKE PRICES SLASHED • GREAT SAVINGS ON 
MANY, MANY ACCESSORIES!
FREE cycling hats!
(w/any purchase)
SAVE SAVE SAVE
• CATEYE micro cycling computer 
reg. $57.95 $37.88
T1MBERUNE - Shimano 500LX STI Rapid-Fire shifters. 
GT Triple Triangle fram e and  GT GELCEL saddle
REG. $359.95 
SALE. $329.88
• GT INSTAFLATES 
reg. $13.95 $10.88
• RITCHEY Megabite tires 26 x 20/2.1
reg. $23.95 $17.88
• TIOGA Farmer John & Cousin tires
$14.88 .
• AVENIR U-LOCKS
reg. $24.95 $15.88
• INNER TUBES s. v. $1.88
• ZEFAL Mt. Plus pumps
reg. $24.95 $15.88
PLUS- every bike in stock 
SLASHED $15.00 to $150.00 off
MANY MANY MORE VALUES!
741 Humbert St., SLO
()usl off the 2700 block of S. Broad)
541-5878
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From page 1
The report gave four options 
for structuring the program:
• Remain at the present 17-sport 
program, with 15 sports at Divi­
sion 11 and volleyball and wrestl­
ing at Division 1;
•Scale down to a 12-sport Divi­
sion II format without football or 
13 sports with football;
•Offer a 12-sport Division I pro­
gram without football or 13 
sports with football at Division 
II, or
•Reduce to an eight-sport Divi­
sion II format.
Lebens and Walker, however, 
are already all but counting out 
maintaining the status quo.
“ Retaining the 17 sports and 
maintaining them as they are 
isn’t viable,’’ Lebens said. 
“ Financially and administrative­
ly, the program’s got to the point 
where it is not manageable. Also, 
in the absence of identifiable 
alternative resources, we’ll keep 
running into a deficit because of 
the current conditions.’’
“ It’s clear to me that we need 
either to increase income or cut
our expenses,’’ Walker said Fri­
day. “ Right now it’s a drain ad­
ministratively to run the pro­
gram.’’
Of the remaining options, 
Lebens and Walker think reduc­
tion is the most likely choice to 
fit Cal Poly’s current situation.
“ I think a reduced-scale option 
is worth exploring if we still 
want to have quality and offer an 
athletic program,’’ said Lebens.
“ I don’t think we’ll expand,’’ 
said Walker. “ We don’t have the 
facilities to do it.’’
No matter what course is 
followed, Lebens and Walker said 
they agreed with the principle 
that this upcoming decision is 
primarily a student one, and, in 
the words of the report, “ without 
student voice, nothing can or 
should be done.’’
“ Athletics is here for the stu­
dents, so they’re important 
players in this, obviously,’’ 
Lebens said.
In addition to Lebens, Walker, 
and Scott, the task force includes 
M. Richard Andrews, president 
of the statewide Mustang Boost­
ers organization; A1 Amaral, ex­
ecutive director. Cal Poly Foun­
dation; Chuck Allen, executive 
director, university relations; 
Chris Arnold, vice president of 
finance. Associated Students, 
Inc. (ASl); Philip Bailey, interim 
vice president of academic af­
fairs; Ricardo Echeverria, ASI 
president; Doug Gerard, execu­
tive dean of facilities administra­
tion; Pamela Johnstone, vice 
chair of the Athletic Advisory 
Commission; James Landreth, 
vice president for business af­
fairs; John Lindvall, business 
administration professor and 
Athletic Advisory Commission 
faculty representative; James 
Murphy, chair of the Academic 
Senate; John Rogers, chair of the 
Academic Senate Budget Com­
mittee; Ellen Sanders, chair of 
ASI’s Board of Directors; Larry 
Smyth, president-elect of the 
statewide Mustang Boosters 
organization; Michael Wenzl, 
faculty athletic representative; 
and Tom Wiggin, president of 
the San Luis Obispo chapter of 
the Mustang Boosters.
SODERQUIST
From page 5
“ I’d give Harry Caray a pen­
sion, he could die any day now, 
but what would Cub’s baseball 
be without a few “ Holy Cows,’’;
“ I’d give Wade Boggs the bat­
ting title, and why not, eight 
straight 200-hit seasons, number 
25 has a shot;
“ I’d bring the Raiders to 
Sacramento, where the fans want 
them to play, if Oakland can’t 
handle it, then away from the 
Bay;
“ I’d send Brent Musberger to 
Siberia, on the first red-eye 
flight, for who wants to hear 
about Brent’s poor plight;
“ I’d bring back the crazy crab, 
to Candlestick he would go, for 
the Giants were never the same, 
and he sure puts on a good show;
“ I’d give the Cubs a pennant, 
deserving they are, they come so 
close but end up so far;
“ I’d do off with the designated 
hitter, as stupid as it is, and let
the pitchers hit, step up to the 
plate, Quis.;
“ I’d make Ivan Lendl smile, 
the guy’s way too tight, though 
he’s playing tennis, it looks more 
like a bull fight;
“ I’d give Jim Murray a pat on 
the back, Howard Cossell too, 
Pulitzer Prizes and Emmys, 
these guys have it in the shoe;
“ If all these came true, then 
what would I do? I’d have 
nothing to write about, for there 
wouldn’t be a zoo.’’
WANTED
Mustang Daily is currently 
accepting applications for the 
position of Editor-in-Chief for 
the 1990-91 academic year.
Applicants need not be 
journalism majors, but must 
demonstrate proficiency in 
newspaper writing style, copy 
editing and management skills.
Responsibilities include:
•Overseeing staff of editors and reporters; 
•Making decisions regarding content and 
coverage in the paper;
•Producing a daily newspaper under real 
deadline pressures.
The position currently pays $440/month.
Send or bring letter of application, resume and 
recent clips of work to Doug DiFranco, Editor, 
Mustang Daily, GA 226, Cal Poly, SLO, 93407. 
For questions or information call 756-1143.
DEADLINE: Friday, May 4 at 4 p.m.
Lasso your hunger 
and bring that 
hombre' into
1060 Osos St. 541-0955
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ANY LARGE SANDWICH & LARGE SODA 
(one coupon per person)
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Set Yourself Apart...
next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at
STAFFORD GARDENS
and
Las  C a s i ta s
D E L U X E  O N E
A N D  T WO  B E D R O O M
TOW NHOUSES
3 blocks from campus
N O IV  L E A S I N G  F O R  F A L L  Q U A R T E R
CALL 543-2032 for more information
OFFICE AT: 1377 STAFFORD ST #2. SLO. CA
THE CURE/ REM
R
S I 
MI
BOLSHOI, K I I j 
XYMOX,
MINI 
T 
L
C ^4 P ^W ü T iK , Y 
REVOLTING CO 
VOLTAIRE, BA 
THE P IX IE S , 
NEUBAUTEN, 
JANES ADDICTI
CREATURES, S O F T C E L L , NITZER EBB, NINE INC 
JOY
W o N n E R A Z T ^ I I P ^ ^ Í fW n J Í vJ T I ^ T H E
A U G H nR  LUNCH 
WITH LOTS OF CRUNCH.
Let's do a light 
lunch. With a 
crispy Subway 
salad - Antipasto, 
Chef, Seafood and 
Crab, Garden or 
Tuna Subway
salads beat 
burgers every 
time. For a healthy 
lunch with lots of 
crunch, get a 
Subway salad 
made fresh for you.
$1 Off 
ANY LARGE 
SUBWAY SALAD.
Limit One coupon per 
customer per visit Not 
good in combination 
with any other offer
Offer Expires 6/1/90
f
■7>
793 Foothill 
Foothill Plaza 
543-3399 
158 Higuera 
Higuera & Madonna 
541-0855
« s u B i u n v ! '
Defense dominates 1st round of NFL draft
NEW YORK (AP) — The year of the junior 
started early Sunday as five underclassmen were 
taken with the first seven picks of an NFL draft 
dominated by defense.
Altogether, eight juniors were chosen with the 25 
picks of the first round, starting with Illinois 
quarterback Jeff George as the No. 1 pick by the 
Indianapolis Colts and including Alabama 
linebacker Keith McCants by the Tampa Bay Buc­
caneers, Southern Cal linebacker Junior Seau by 
the San Diego Chargers, defensive back Mark Car­
rier by the Chicago Bears and Houston Heisman 
Trophy winner Andre Ware by the Detroit Lions.
Seau was one of seven linebackers and 13 defen­
sive players chosen with the first 18 picks in what 
was supposed to be a year for linebackers.
George, who on Friday signed a six-year, $13 
million package, was the first pick, the Colts hav­
ing obtained it for tackle Chris Hinton, wide 
receiver Andre Rison and next year’s No. 1.
He was followed by two seniors, Thomas and 
Miami defensive tackle Cortez Kennedy, who went 
to Seattle, who gave up the eighth and 10th picks 
to move into New England’s No. 3 slot.
Then came the rush to underclassmen:
—McCants, projected as the top pick only two 
weeks ago but dogged by reports of a bad knee, 
went to Tampa Bay.
—Seau went to the Chargers, who were delighted 
to get .what they hope will be an instant star for 
their defense.
—In the first big surprise, Seau’s USC team­
mate, Carrier, went to Chicago, and the Bears 
signed the safety immediately to avoid training
camp holdout problems.
—Ware went to Detroit, where he will find a fa­
miliar run-and-shoot offense and fellow Heisman 
winner in Barry Sanders waiting in the backfield.
After Ware, taken by Detroit with the seventh 
pick, came Arizona linebacker Chris Singleton to 
New England; Richmond Webb, the Texas A&M 
offensive tackle, to Miami; North Carolina State 
defensive tackle Ray Agnew to New England; An­
thony Smith, a defensive end from Arizona, to the 
Raiders; Baylor linebacker James Francis to Cin­
cinnati; Michigan State linebacker Percy Snow to 
Kansas City and West Virginia defensive end 
Renaldo Turnbull to New Orleans.
Then came another junior. Houston’s Lamar 
Lathon to the Oilers, followed by defensive back 
J.D. Williams of Fresno State to Buffalo and runn­
ing back Emmitt Smith from Florida, the seventh 
junior, to the Cowboys, who gave up an extra 
third-rounder to move up.
Green Bay had two picks, one for linebacker 
Tony Bennett of Mississippi, the other for running 
back Darrell Thompson of Minnesota. Then runn­
ing back Steve Broussard of Washington was 
chosen by Atlanta.
Pittsburgh took Eric Green, the 270-pound tight 
end from Liberty; Philadelphia added speed to its 
secondary with Georgia’s Ben Smith; the Los 
Angeles Rams took Washington center Bern 
Brostek; the New York Giants took Georgia runn­
ing back Rodney Hampton, another junior, and 
San Francisco finished the round by picking Dex­
ter Carter, a running back-wide receiver from 
Florida State.
SOFTBALL
From pages
3-2. The Mustangs took the se­
cond game of the doubleheader 
2 - 1.
The Mustangs were paced by 
Steffanie Adams’ 2-for-4 hitting 
performance, while on the 
mound, Laura Fawcett allowed 
two runs on six hits and two 
strikeouts.
Cal Poly got into its second 
extra inning battle in two days 
Saturday, this time against UC 
Riverside. Boyer’s team needed
nine innings to close out the final 
game of the weekend. The 
Mustangs tied the game in the
fifth inning, and the teams
stayed deadlocked until the top 
of the ninth.
Lori Peterson reached base and 
Cheryl Lutes sacrificed her to 
second, but Lutes reached base 
on Riverside’s error. Kim Schott
sacrificed the pair of runners
forward 60 feet and Adams 
singled, scoring Peterson for the 
winning run.
Freshman Julie Rome (7-3) 
went the distance, allowing one 
run on 12 hits.
“ The last three weeks it’s been 
an even team effort,’’ said Boyer. 
“ Everyone has been coming 
through in key situations.”
On Wednesday Cal Poly swept 
top-ranked Bakersfield 2-0 and 
2- 1.
“ We’re playing like we’re 
capable of playing,’’ said Boyer 
of the weekend series. “ It puts 
us back in the conference hunt.”
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
The Morning Star Company has hauled tomatoes from farmer's fields fo c.innenes for the past 20  years 
We re quire approximately 60 drivers starling July 1st through the later pah of October, m Los Banos 
OUR DRIVERS EARN FROM $900 to $1 ,100 PER W EEK depending on 1) driver perlormarKe. and ^  seasonal 
volume Most ol our drivers are college students W e provide guidance to obtain a Class A drivers 
license and pre season training The worK is extremely demanding, requinr^g significanf time and 
mental commmtment SPRING  G RADUATES AND THOSE W ILLING TO PELP FALL 
ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY WE PRO VIDE FREE H O U SIN G  FOR ALL D RIVER S
MUST BE AT LEAST 21 YEARS OLD
Ptaase caN (916) 666-6600 lor an application and leave your name, address and phone number or wnte 
Morning SUr Company. 712 Mam Street. Woodland. CA. 95695 for an appiKation
RENT A CAR
(805) 541-4818 3442 Empressa Dr. San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
The Alternative...
Same Cars but...
AA AAA★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
♦ t
jCall us now and*
* ask about our ; 
Poly Royal
Lower Rates
♦
4  
♦
Î Weekend
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8 U  Chancellor Reynolds resigns
OAKLAND. Calif. (AP) — 
[!alifornia State University 
thancellor Ann Reynolds resign- 
Friday at a meeting called by 
rustees embarrassed by huge 
jay raises she secretly gave 
[erself and 26 top executives at 
le nation’s largest four-year 
jniversity system.
Word filtered out in recent 
/eeks that Reynolds had ap­
proved pay hikes ranging from 
|1 to 43 percent, and led to a 
igislative move to rescind the 
laises. The Legislature allocates 
funds to the CSU system, 
ieanwhile, faculty committees 
Pt several campuses took a “ no 
Confidence’’ vote in Reynolds.
The former provost at Ohio 
>tate was under fire for increas- 
ig her own annual salary 43 
jercent to $195,000 and approv­
ing a 26 percent hike for Execu­
tive Vice Chancellor Herbert 
barter, whose salary climbed to
OMMISSION
'rom page 3
ihree to five students from all 
ipplications it receives, from in- 
lependent and private colleges, 
ns well as from the CSU, UC and 
community college systems. Gov. 
leorge Deukmejian will then 
¡elect two student rep re­
sentatives from that list.
“ The governor will be choosing 
¡Students who have the ability to 
■look out for the best interest of
$150,000. Five vice chancellors 
received increases of 24 percent 
that brought their salaries to 
$145,000, and 20 campus presi­
dents saw their pay jump 17 
percent to $130,000.
Although CSU’s Board of 
Trustees is ultimately responsi­
ble for setting the chancellor’s 
salary, they met last fall in a 
closed meeting to give Reynolds 
and Trustees Chairw om an 
Marianthi Lansdale authority to 
set the executive salaries.
At a news conference held after 
the meeting, Reynolds said she 
was not asked to quit, and main­
tained she probably would have 
resigned regardless of the salary 
controversy. *
“ This is something I’ve been 
pondering for the last few 
weeks,’’ she said, occasionally 
choking back tears.
The 52-year-old Reynolds serv­
ed as chancellor of the 20-
campus, 360,000-student public 
California State University 
system for eight years, and has 
been credited with increased 
admissions of minorities.
In an announcem ent to 
trustees, she said she would take 
a leave of absence Oct. 1, and 
through a “ trustee professor’’ 
program set up last summer by 
the CSU board of trustees, will 
begin studying and make other 
efforts to return to academia. 
Her resignation becomes official 
Ja n .1.
Lansdale said she was sadden­
ed by Reynolds’ decision to quit, 
and said the board shared re­
sponsibility for the salary mat­
ter.
“ The board takes the same re­
sponsibility as the chancellor,’’ 
she said, standing by Reynolds. 
“ We made a mistake. If we had 
to do it again, we probably 
wouldn’t have granted the pay 
increases.”
students from all five college 
systems, not just his own cam­
pus,” Mitchell said. “ This is im­
portant because this commission 
is the only one in California that 
deals with all five college 
systems simultaneously.”
Cabaldon said the students 
must be extremely well-versed in 
current issues that the commis­
sion is focusing on.
“ The agenda of the meetings is
usually 400 to 500 pages,” he 
said. “ This position takes a lot of 
time and commitment, but the 
learning experience is well worth 
it.”
Currently, the 15-member 
commission meets once a month 
for two consecutive days.
If the bill passes, the two stu­
dent representatives will begin 
working their positions on July 
1, 1991.
C L A S S  R I N G S
Now is the time to make 
your choice. Because 
every ArtCarved college 
ring— from handsome 
traditional to contempo­
rary styles — is on sale 
now! You’ll be impressed 
with the fine ArtCarved 
craftsmanship that’s 
hacked by a Full Lifetime 
Warranty. And you’ll 
appreciate the savings. 
Don’t miss out!
The Quality.
The Craftsmanship.
The Reivard You Desert e.
EIG>rral
Bookstore
Poly Royal: April 26,27, and 28
(S le n n e rQ le n
Student Housing
Compare us with all others! 
We'll give you a PRIVATE 
ROOM  plus 14 meals 
per week, All utilities paid*, 
plus more than this ad will hold for 
under $500/month.
CHECK US OUT! 
1050 Foothill Blvd. 
544-4540
‘ Cable TV & Phone not included
BURGER MONDAY
4-9pm
Burger w /fries $2.95
Monday Nights!
Country Music
9 p m -lam  No Cover
990 Industrial Way SLO 541-0969
' 1987 Arl( ar\rd Rinfjs. Deposit Required
vnA
ASI SPECIAL EVENTS 
PRESENTS:
Friday-
April
27th
POLY ROYAL 
COMEDY 
SHOW!
"BEST EVER!"
7&9PM
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
FRI, SAT, SUN- 
MAY 18-20™
CIRCUS VARGUS
"BIG TOP!"
FRIDAY- 
JUNE 1®T
BACK BY
POPULAR DEMAND... 
TOM DELUCA
COMEDIAN HYPNOTIST 
D0N7 MISS HIM!!!
T IC K E T S  O N  S A L E  N O W !
F O R  M O R E  IN F O  C A L L : 7 5 6 -6 5 4 5
10 M onday. April 23,1990 Mustang Daily
RALLY
From page 1
and people should not ignore 
local government races, Cunn­
ingham said. California residents 
should have a visionary long­
term approach to abortion, he 
said, and anyone serious about 
the issue should be involved in 
politics at some level.
“ Operation Rescue (another 
pro-life group) is the only 
organization in the world 1 see 
right now acting as if abortion is 
murder,”  Cunningham said. “ We
MON
(in the Central Coast) should 
start acting as if abortion is 
murder and elect people of cons­
cience that will help stop the kill­
ing. We are not the enemy of evil 
we should be.”
Five demonstrators from the 
California Abortion Rights Ac­
tion League walked around the 
plaza with posters indicating 
their pro-choice views.
Cunningham said he believes 
clergy should also provide 
leadership to bring this reality to 
light in the churches. Groups-
such as the Christian Action
Council are in the vanguard of 
the effort by informing Chris­
tians of the issue and getting
them to vote.
In addition to Cunningham, 
about 20 San Luis Obispo resi­
dents, including three Cal Poly 
professors and a student, spoke 
of their feelings about abortion.
Speech communication in­
structor David Mall, making a 
comparison to Earth Week, said, 
“ I’m against abortion for 
ecological reasons. I feel that 
babies are part of the web of life 
and just as important as the 
spotted owl and the California 
condor.”
While waiting for Cunningham 
to  tak e  the  p o d iu m . 
Assemblyman Eric Seastrand’s 
aide, Leslie Ramsey, read a 
statement from Seastrand.
The statement congratulated
the Christian Action Council for 
promoting awareness of the 
issue. In the letter, Seastrand 
said there is a federal law against 
breaking bald eagles’ eggs 
punishable with a SI,OCX) fine, 
but no similar law protects un­
born children. The statement 
added that he believes the 
policies of the right-to-life 
movement will one day come into 
effect in the land.
The theme of the two-hour ral­
ly was “ Why We Stand,” mark­
ing the beginning of an effort by 
the Christian Action Council to 
get pro-lifers involved in county 
politics.
Bill Spence, master of ceremo­
nies and Cal Poly architecture
student, encouraged people to 
wear armbands bearing things 
people “ might have been if they 
had lived,” like “ great inventor.”
Irene Egan, president of the 
council, encouraged everyone to 
take a stand against abortion. 
She presented 17 red roses to 
commemorate each year of the 
Roe V. Wade decision, and three 
black roses as a “ remembrance 
to the number of babies that die 
every minute in the United 
States through abortion,” Egan 
said.
The Council offers sidewalk 
counseling on alternatives to 
abortion, pickets Planned Paren­
thood offices and sponsors can­
dlelight vigils.
YfeTi
Steak Out!
$6.95!
Two Tri-Tip (dinners 
The price of one! 
Sizzlin'steak. 
With toasted 
garlic bread, 
salad & SLO Brew 
Corscrew Fries!
TUES
SPUD Nile!
$2.50!
Baked potato 
with self-serve
butter, chives & bacon).
BurgerNite!
$2.99!
Bulging with  
lettuce, pickles & 
onions. Corkscrew  
Fries on the side.
1119 Garden Street 
San Luis Obispo
a f *  f o r d  •  a b l e  (e-ford'-ible)I
1. to have the financial m eans for; 
be able to m eet the expense of.
One and two bedroom apartments with 
student pocketbooks in mind. Each 
apartment is furnished and has been 
renovated. The faciliti/ also includes a 
Recreation Room, Swimming Pool, and 
Barbeques located throughout the 
attractiveh/ landscaped grounds.
MUDDAY
Ô'FATION
541-3856
S TU D E N T
SPECIAL
I C l b O H
ON ALL COMPLETE EYEWEAR
tJICicRaeCs (B pfíoa í
Open Mon.-Frl. 9:00-5:30, Sat. 10:00-3:00
PASO ROBLES: 1306 B Pine Street • 238-5770 
ATASCADERO: 8300 El Camino Real • 466-5770 
MORRO BAY: 685 A Main Street • 772-1281 
SAN LUIS OBISPO: 1028 Chorro Street • 543-5770
543-1843
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DAVIS
F ro m  pa^e 3
blasts from his famous horn that 
reinforced his status as one of 
the greatest, but they weren’t as 
consistent as the youthful energy 
that radiated from the band.
The lead guitarist gave a 
dassic definition of cool as he 
talked all over the stage and 
usually  leaned against the 
^eakers, picking out sharp notes 
gild knocking out solos that left 
t|ie audience screaming for more.
“ The keyboardist was relatively
tame the first half of the concert, 
but during the last hour 
dominated the limelight several 
times with impressive routines 
on the synthesizers and electric 
piano.
Perhaps the musician that left 
the most lasting impression was 
the drummer, who wrapped up 
the finale with an awe-inspiring 
10-minute crescendo that nearly 
rocked Mott Gym to the ground.
Davis did not speak during the 
show, but after each impressive
!!AMA!!
CHECK OUT THIS QUARTERS EVENTS 
MEETING: TUES 11:00 ARCH 225 
JOIN US FOR POLY ROYAL!!
•* CAL POLY ACCOUNTING CLUB**
I Come learn about the profession.
Meets Tuesday 11:00am,Bus Bldg 214 
NEW MEMBERS ALWAYS WELCOME!
AIAA
Mtg time chad to 6pm. New VIDEO:
I THE g r a n d  t o u r  (space explore- 
tion) Mon 4/23 6pm Bldg 11-104__________
Cardinal Key
Club Meeting Wednes. Apr. 25 
I B 30pm BAAE 205______________________
GOLDEN KEY MTG WED APR.25 6PM
! UU212 BRING $7 FOR T-SHIRTS $7 
& YOURSELVES FOR REFRESHMENTS
IEEE MTG
TUES APRIL 24TH 7PM 
BLDG 20-140 
OFFICER NOMINATIONS
NUTRITION CLUB MEETING!
I 4-24 at 7:30pm;Science North 202 
Guest Speaker-Summer camp |ob 
opportunities!
^  TRIATHLETES
If you are racing Wikjflower don't miss this 
mtg all are welcome 
TONIGHT SciNo Rm 202 TONIGHT
A F S ’ers
THE LOCAL CHAPTER IS FORMING 
A RETURNEE GROUP TO ASSIST THE 
PRESENT EXCHANGE STUDENTS 
LOTS OF FUN!!!
IF INTERESTED CALL SCOTT 541-4170 
OR DARIN 541-5466
Comics. Comics, Games & more at 
SLO’s comic store - SUB COMICS 
GAMES A POSTERS 785 Marsh
LPs-Cassettes-CDs-LPs-VGs-lowest 
pnees in SLO -Buy-Sell-Trade 
Cheap Thrill & Recycled Records
Mustang Daily 
C lassified s
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK 
THE ADS W IL  BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
REWARD!
Oak beach chair taken from Craft 
Center Wted 4/11. Green pnnt doth 
seat Great sentimental value If 
you have any info. Call 544-0939
TEST TAKWG SEMINAR 
TUESAY APRIL 24TH 10-11AM 
CHASE HALL ROOM 104 756-1256
WILDFLOWER
fe s t iv a l  a n d  TRIATHLON
VOLUNTEERS
^ ^ e d  for 5/4-6. Meeting 4/25 7pm 
AG ENG.123.INFO-Brtan 544-9714
jam by a band member he would 
hold up a sign with the musi­
cian’s first name on it.
In the middle of the concert fi­
nale, Davis left the stage to 
another standing ovation. His 
band remained, however, and at 
the concert’s end, they bowed 
together without their leader to 
an ecstatic audience.
It was a fitting ending, for al­
though the people had come to 
see Davis, they left thinking 
about his band.
lassíñed my I'. ‘•t '
Congratulations! to Ryan Ei 
Tor his acceptance into the 
Order of Omega In 2AX
We've done it before...
Wte're ready for more!!
GREEK WEEK 1990 
May 8 - May 20
What a Blast! thanks to all 
sororities for participating. It 
was one heck of a weekend, 
from the Bros Lambda Chi
MOCK ROCK
Contest!!!!! Prizes!!!!!!
Poly Royal 90. Join the fun! 
Lip Sync your favorite song 
Call Jenny Halbe, 549-0748
Games & Comics- the largest 
selection of games for gamers 
New comics in every Friday morning. 
Games People Play 1060 Broad St. 
546-6447
Send your honey a living bunny! 
Catalina strips! 772-1475
=OUND: MENS W4TCH ON TUE 17TH 
IN LIBRARY. CALL 541-0287 TO 
IDENTIFY.__________________________
LOST CALCULATOR (4-11-90) 
Please, Very important for exam 
No Questions -SRewardS 
Please Call Michelle 544-3893
L O S f j i^ N ^ O L D  WEDDING RING " 
ON WOMEN'S SOFTBALL FIELD. 
REWARD $100 CALL KELLY 5281507
LOGO DESIGN NEEDED
FOR COMMUNICATIONS FIRM 520-1522
SR PROJECT OR ?
GRADUATES-Let us handle your 
announcements, invitations & 
thank you's Personalized large 
mailings are our specialties 
Call Donna or Lynda 541-2900______
Pants pegged $7 Zippers replaced $7 
Skirt Hem M  Helen's Alterations 
1591 Mill St 544-0858
T-SHIRTS
SWEATS,TEAM UNIFORMS, CAPS 
CUSTOM SCREENPRNTED  
A S A P  (805) 466-6609
ABRACADABRA! WORD PROCESSING 
•Senior Protects ‘ Papers 549-0371
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING  
541-4214
PROJECTS,PAPERS FROM $2 double­
spaced page. Resumes from$10MARCY
Annie's typing 545-9748/466-3902 
LASER PRINTER WORDPERFECT FAST
BE A MUSTANG 
DAILY
PHOTOGRAPHER 
We need a reliable photographer 
with darkroom experience. Approx, 
lOhrs/wk Also an on call photo­
grapher Approx 2-3hrs/wk 
Contact Jon Rogers 756-1143
EARN UPTOS10/HOUR  
COPELAND SPORTS DISTRIBUTION 
CENTER IS NOW ACCEPTING 
APPLICATIONS FOR TEMPORARY 
POSTITION JOB DUTIES CONSIST 
OF LIFTING BOXES,INVENTORY AND 
PRICING 4-MIDNIGHT M-F 
APPLY IN PERSON 181 SUBURBAN RD
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-$59,230/yr 
Now Hiring Call (1) 805-687-6000 
Ext. R-10081 for current federal 
list.
GOVERNMENT JOBS$16,040-S59.230/yr. 
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext R-10081 for current federal list
Poly Royal Needa Claee U 2 /A ftB
to Drive on Carrmus Shuttles April 
27428 Contact Phoenix at x2487 
or stop by UU209 by April 23
SALES POSITION 
No experience necessary. Get a 
Mastercard 4 earn Sl.OOO/wk Part 
or full-time, we will tram. You 
will offer people a Mastercard 
regardless of bad credit or no 
credit. Call now 544-4517 or 
544-8802
The Village Kitchen a new evening 
meal catering service in Bay wood 
Park/UisOsos is now hiring deliv­
ery personnel.Must have own car.
Good income potential Call 
528-7482
WANTED-SUMMER-FALL-SPRING 
House/Yacht Sitters-You Must 
Be BONDABLE-Appt .541-4937 Ask 
For Jim-HOME SECURITY INTER'L
2 Bd 2 Ba Mobile Home students ok 
$44,900 - 3BR 2BA Laguna Lake area 
$235,000- 36R 2BA Foothill $299.000 
5BR 3BA Near Poly $439.000-many 
others avail call Jim 541-5101 or 
541-1921 Century 21 Team Realty
k4odem-Supra 2400 baud external. 
New in box w/cable 4proTERM 
software $150 528-5049
SCUBA GEAR!!!
MASK.SNORKEL.FMS.GLOVES 
BOOTIES AND WEIGHT BELT 
BooMea 4  glovM- aiza amall 
FOR SALE!
LIKE NEW CONDITON-only baan uaad 5x 
$200 for all or bast offar 
Call for mora dataila 542-9461
FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH 
LASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-8966
Laser Printer/Student Rates<6y Appt'5'
'82 YAMAHA VIRAGO 750cc 
9.7K/ml. $850 544-9261-Jaff
BROAD
S  r  R  E  E  T
ECONOMICAL STUDENT 
HOUSING A T  ITS FINEST
544-7772
Mens Cannondale Team Comp Road 
Bike many Extras New Bike $400 
Call Disney at 466-7991 for 
Datails-will deliver
'83 Honda Civic $3200 
Wall cared for! 543-4124
1987 VW Cabnolet Excellent 
condition $10500 466-3472.__________
65 falcon wagon 200 CID 6cyl 
3 spd Trans. Runs well. Best 
acceptable offer 466-7659 Iv. mesg
82 VW rabbit - runs great!
$750 obo, Luke 541-1284____________
84TOYOTA CELICAGTAC,CC,AM-FM 
CASS,65KMI,EXCEL COND 544-6871
Reliable Transportation!
1980 Honda Hatchback.Runs great! 
Body in good shape 105k miles 
$1400 543-5105____________________
TOYOTA TERCEL 1980 
GOOD SHAPE RUNS WELL 
FIRST $1.100 GETS IT 
CALL 773-5035 EVES 8:00PM
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED Nicely furn 
2bd apt d/w, w/d, parkinglot &pool 
$212.50/mo call 545-93&1!!!
2 BR Condo in SLO. 2 Story, yard 
Pets OK, laundry in Krtchen Part 
Furnished. $775/MO 544-8530 
544-1519 OWNER-AGENT ____
61 BROAD now has shared spots 
available in 2bdrm Apts 544-7772
Loft in Mill St Victorian
$325 per month TODD 543-5414
2bed 1 bath condo close to Poly 
Fireplace $169,900 Call 544-0948
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS 
INFORMATION PACKET AVALABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21
An affordable alternative! 2 bed­
room mobilehome in quiet park. 
Pool, Jacuzzi, Large Livingroom, 
low maintenance yard. 29.500 
By owner. 541-9154
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? FOR FREE 
LIST OF ALL LEAST EXPENSIVE HOUSES 
& CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO. CALL 
STEVE NELSON 5 ^ 3 7 0 .  Farrell Smyth
POLY ROYAL SPECIAL! WHY PAY 
RENT? 3BR UNDER $200KI 4 TO 5 
CAN OCCUPY. CLOSE TO POLY. HOT 
TUB. LOTSA PARKING. MOMADAD 
MUST SEE! CALL JOHN 549-9996.
PAGER 541-7888
CMOM. LETS QO OUTSlOt MX) 
30WE CATT1UE.S BEEORE
Dinner, oy.’ a uttie practice
WILL MAKE few MORE CONFIDENT 
r v  ... TOMORROW AT 
1  RECESS
' 'I ^ --------------
I UATE THESE 
father-SON . 
THINGS y
GO Ou t  A l it t ie  B i t . an d
I’LL HIT HOM A GROUNDER
ARE iOO OK? 
SOMETIMES THE 
BALL «WNCES 
VJP LIKE THAT, 
AND TOI'NE got 
TO BE REAOT
thags For the 
TIB. DAO 
FIDE Ml NODE 
ANO PV)0 10 IN 
ICE SO THE't 
CAN SEW ID 
BAG OD ' ^
OPEN HOUSE 
SAT & SUN 
1:00-4:30 
BY OWNER
Looking for an ideal student home 
and a can't-lose SLO Real Estate 
investment? Visit 14 VISTA LANE 
in Los Verdes Park 2. near corner 
of Los Osos Valley Road and So. 
Higuera . just ten minutes from 
campus. 3 Bedrooms, 2 full baths 
living/dining area, 2 car garage 
New carpeting, vertical drapes, 
gas stove, built-in microwave put 
this immaculate home in 'move-in' 
condition Detached home but no 
yard work or extenor maintenance 
Tennis courts, pool, sauna, ex­
ercise room provided by HO Assoc. 
$212,500 541-4177
Student rents are going through 
the roof In the fall! Why pay rent 
when you can own your own condo for 
what you would pay for rent?-have 
af^reciation and tax write off too.
1 Bdrm, IBth condos in charming 
setting.lots of open space--16 min 
to Poly, in Atascadero Starting at 
$65,000-Flnanclng avail. Call Three 
Stars Real Estate 466-7544.0pen Sat 
6 Sun. 5525 Capistrano. Atascadero.
THESE & MORE Between Poly 4 Town 
cute 2 BR with office, spa. sauna 
On the creek $235.000 Large 3 BR 
in Laguna $229.000 Fixer with 
potential $229.900 Close to Poly 
3 BR 4 FAM. RM $268,500 SHAPIRO 
REALTY 805/544-8530 800/350-SOLD
V\MNT YOUR OWN PLACE? TWO 48ft-One 
BDRM MOBILEHOMES FOR SALE 
274 Higuera ,749 541-3239 Ton
Business
Directory
AUTO »4SURANCE
Best Rates-AII types 544-1371
TAX TIME TOO TAXING?
Specialists in TS A s 
ANNUITIES WEST 
541-4872
For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE 
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544
PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE
Effective resumes written by a 
marketing communications profes­
sional who can capitalize on your 
skills arxj get those interviews! 
T73-1615
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU
Resumes $19 95 Placemt Center Forms
CONSHA'S OFFICE SUPPLY 
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851
LINDA BLACK.MASTER THESIS lyplst
/Editor 4 ESL Students. 544-1305
FRENCH a  RUSSIAN ALL LEVELS  
SUSAN 544-7460
1
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^W O O D STO CK ’S
(We've m astered the art o f p izza l
1015 Court St.
541-4420
PRETTY FAST, FREE DELIVERY
«W O O D STO CK ’S
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I
L .
1 ITEM LARGE PIZZA 
& 2 SOFT DRINKS
$9.49
OR
1 ITEM SBCALL PIZZA 
& 2  SOFT DRINKS
$6.68
Good Monday Only 4/23/90
VALENCIA
IF OUR PRICES 
DON T EXCITE YOU, 
CHECK YOUR PULSE, 
YOU MAY BE DEAD!
$340 a month 
for your own room.
555 Ramona 543-1452
ELECTION
From page 1
passed with an overwhelming 86 
percent. Overall, 3,682 people 
voted on it.
The outcome in the presiden­
tial race was not as clear cut. 
Mike Gomes received 44 percent 
of the vote, Adam Taylor 28 per­
cent and Jeff Denham 27 per­
cent.
To win, a candidate needs a SO 
percent plus one majority. 
Because no one got this, a run-off 
election is scheduled for Wed­
nesday with Gomes and Taylor, 
who received the largest number 
of votes.
Neither Gomes nor Taylor was 
surprised that there would have 
to be a run-off election. Both said 
the number of candidates was 
the key factor. “ Whenever you 
have three candidates and they 
campaign fairly hard, it’s not 
unusual,” said Gomes.
Each candidate will continue 
campaigning until the election.
Taylor said he is also getting 
support from former candidate 
Jeff Denham. He said Denham is 
asking his supporters to vote for 
Taylor.
Both candidates see the main 
difference between them as 
Gomes’ ASI experience and 
Taylor’s new ideas.
“ Adam is a free thinker, but he 
lacks experience and knowledge 
in ASI,” Gomes said. “ Lots of 
the things he wants to do are 
beyond the job of the ASI presi­
dent. But lots of the things he 
says make a lot of sense to a lot 
of people.”
Gomes cited increases in 
minority faculty and removing 
plasitc foam from campus as two 
goals that were beyond the ASI 
president’s reach.
Taylor, in response to this, said 
that he doesn’t believe these 
things are beyond the scope of 
the job.
“ As president you can go out
Marriage is Back in Style!
Classic Carats
Has an Excellent 
Line of Rings and Things.
-Special-
Si grade 1/4 Carat Diamonds
for $350 including tax,
541-0363 day_______________ 543-8677 evening
^  Planning A Party??**
P Catering only $5.00 per person.
(Save $2.(X))
Group of 50 or more.
Need one day of notice.
"Let Us Provide the Polio!"
Contact Randy at 543-6114
Drawing to b* h«M 
«
Monday, Ap i sot)
!
iWING 
11 Graai Rizail
Toast Yourself the Pure Florida Way
BUY ANY SIZE ORANGE .MICE; 8,16, OR 20 OZ. AND RECEIVE A FREE TICKET FOR THE BIG DfUW
10:00*1100 AM.
1
FrtaOrangaJuloa
GIfi CartfcatM
if "p[ h,
DonlNaadToBa
«
Prtaanl T# Win
i
ComaAJolnUilSarrpa« t  BMoons
T H e  S A N I D W I C Z H  P L y V l S J T  
& c T H E  S lS J A C n C  B A R
Lost Contact?
You don't have to w ait for a contact lens 
from home -  w e can call for your con­
tact lens prescription and give you same 
day replacement in most cases!
Optometrie Services of San Luis Obispo
David A. Schultz, O.D.
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear
778 Marsh Street, SLO 543-5200
there and actively get the stu­
dents involved,” he said. “With 
the title of president behind you, 
or even as a candidate, people 
tend to listen more.”
Taylor said he thinks his lack 
of ASI experience would not be a 
weakness if elected, because of 
his business experience in other 
areas. Taylor has worked as a 
nightclub manager and as pro­
gram director of a large boys and 
girls club in the Ventura area.
Important issues for each can­
didate are community relations, 
and student and minority par- 
ticiaption in ASI. Taylor said he 
is also interested in ethnic diver­
sity in faculty and students, 
while Gomes would like to im­
prove ASI’s relationship with the 
Academic Senate.
Elections to the Board of 
Directors resulted in 20 new 
d irec to rs . The School of 
Agriculture elected Cynthia 
Hopkins, Dennis Albiani, Roland 
Fumasi and John Grice. Repre­
senting the School of Architec­
ture will be Jeff Clemens, Burnet 
Wohiford and Jim Redman.
The School of Engineering 
elected Carla Dube, Patrick 
Hayashi and Doug Ito. Liberal 
Arts selected Eric Lambert, 
Chris Soderquist and Michael 
Moreno. The School of Science 
and Math elected David Out- 
water. Professional Studies and 
Education elected Fran McIn­
tyre, Cameron Mastrud, Richard 
Kaufman and Mike Benz.
For the School of Business 
Shelly Thorton and Jennifer 
Zulewski won. There will be a 
run-off election next week be­
tween Craig Straub and Greg 
DaCuhna for the last final open 
seat in the School of Business. 
Both candidates received 167 
votes in the election.
GRANT
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exhibit thus far.
The top contributions came 
from Graham and the Skagg 
Foundation in Oakland. Together 
the two have donated more than 
$29,000 to the exhibit.
Locally, Law’s Hobby Center 
donated $S00, which paid for 
hard acrylic covering to encase 
the student’s projects.
“ The encasements look like 
glass and enhance the projects” , 
said Lakeman.
After opening in Siena in 
September 1991, the exhibit will 
travel to New York State Uni­
versity in Buffalo, the University 
of Arizona, the University of 
Oklahoma and finally to the 
University Union Galerie at Cal 
Poly.
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